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I began this journey on 25 April 1919, son of John Wesley and Mary Elizabeth 
(Burnett) Hargrove in Ballantine, Montana. My mother died October 30th, 1922 at the 
age of 49. My recollections of her were about 3 items. One, I had gone on a train ride 
with her. I assume it was to Billings. We were in a hospital with a long corridor. I can 
see this man in white coming down the hallway and my mother said, "If you don't 
behave, I'm going to give you to him."  
The next recollection must have been near her death. Where the irrigation water was 
shut off there would be a lot of fish trapped in the ditches. My father speared this big 
fish, (perhaps a catfish) and I wanted to take it to show my mother; it was large enough 
I couldn't carry it, I drug it to the house, across the kitchen and into the room where my 
mother was lying in bed. I can still hear her saying, "John, now you will have to clean 
the floor."  
The other instance was when my older married sister was visiting from Chicago. I 
apparently had long curls and she captured me and tied a ribbon in my hair. Needless to 
say, I wouldn't go outside where I would have been fair game for all the kids in town.  
I don't remember her funeral. There is a picture of me peeking out the door at the coffin 
which was on the front porch. There was much discussion among the ladies at the 
funeral and my name was mentioned. I later determined they were discussing who 
would take care of me as my father had two farms, one he rented to another couple and 
one he lived on. He was 68 and couldn't care for a kid. I understand my sister Anna 
wanted to raise me. I have often wondered what my life would have been like if my 
growing up years had been on the streets of Chicago instead of the wide open spaces of 
Montana. (Maybe I don't want to know). Not too long after my mother's funeral I was 
left in the care of Alva and Emma Walker who were renting one of my Dad's farms. 
The first thing I did was head down the road for town to go back to my home. They let 
me go a ways down the road before bringing me back. Anyway, I stayed with them and 
at the age of 6 started school in Ballantine.  

I. Parents and Childhood  

II. School days  

The school I went to had 8 grades, with two grades per room. The rooms were heated 
with a large coal furnace in the back of the room. Some kids liked to toss a handful of 
black pepper on the stove when it was hot, then we would all have to leave the room 
until you could breathe without sneezing.  
I lasted one day and was sent home with a note that said I could come back to school 
when I learned the alphabet. I must not have taken to education as after that school year 
the Walkers moved to my fathers other farm and I started the second grade at Osborne 
and after one day I was put back in the first grade. I didn't feel it was my fault that I 
hadn't learned much the first year, so it didn't bother me, but I proceeded to be an A 
student if the subject was of interest to me.  



During this period of life I nearly lost all of my toes. On the last day of school there was 
to be a Christmas party at school with hot chocolate and marshmallows. The bus was an 
hour late, it was about -40 degrees. I had not worn warm stockings so by the time the 
bus arrived at my stop about half a mile from home, my toes were frozen. There was a 
teacher riding the bus who took my shoes off and warmed my feet by holding them 
under her arms inside her coat. Miss Tennyson was forever my friend. I did not tell the 
Walkers I had forgotten the bus would be late and I hid my frostbite from them. Later 
when I would remove my stockings, part of my toes would come off. I was glad when 
warm weather arrived and I could leave off the wearing of shoes. Healing took place 
under the dirt and all.  
When promotion to the third grade took place I loved it. In the third and fourth grade 
room was a set of the Books of Knowledge, a 19 volume set of encyclopedia. They 
became my world, my release from life, as I read all 19 volumes; #20 was the index. 
Scholastically, everything was okay. With the 4th grade in the same room, I listened to 
their class and enjoyed History and Geography. They used to have "spelldowns" where 
they would line up around the room and answer questions. If the one ahead of you 
couldn't answer the question and you could, you moved up. One day the teacher told me 
to get up and line up with the fourth graders because of listening to all the 4th grade 
verbal answers. I managed to wind up at the head of the line. Even so, school did not 
keep me occupied. My sister had given me a watch, it quit working, probably because I 
wound it too tight. Anyway, I decided to fix it and started taking it apart. Everything 
was quiet when I loosened the mainspring and parts went zinging around the room. 
Teacher made me gather them up and sent me to see the principal, Mr. Boze, who 
supposedly had a rubber hose to whip the boys into order. I was all set to accept a 
lashing when he decided on more appropriate punishment - I was to learn to recite a 
poem called The Ship of State, to recite in front of the 7th and 8th graders. Riding the 
bus to school, two older boys got into a fight. The bus driver broke the fight up. So at 
school as we were removing our coats, another boy and I got into a fight as to who 
would have won if the bus driver hadn't stopped the first fight. So teacher's pet received 
no punishment. I was required to remain in my seat at noon and recess time for a week. 
Then as I walked out of school a girl made some remark and my reply was less than 
complimentary about the teacher. The girl repeated it to the teacher. So teach had her 

.  sister, the 3rd and 4th grade teacher, give me a whipping. School was fun, I guessIn Montana at that period, about 1935, to get out of the 8th grade and enter High 
School, unless you were a straight A student, you had to take a two day state exam. 
Hooray! I made it.  

III. Growing Up in the Great Depression  

Anyway, by now I had run away from the Walkers, when I was 12 years old. I had 
reasons. Part of my chores had been to herd a band of sheep (a band was 1,000 sheep) 
along the railroad. On coming home, one of them fell in a deep irrigation ditch and 
drowned. I knew I would get beat for that so I packed all my belongings in a burlap bag, 
tied it to my sled (this is September, no snow) and started out to find my brother Gus 
with whom my father was living. I didn't know anymore than the general direction. As I 
was dragging this sled along, here came the Walker's truck, driven by Mrs. Walker and 
my  



father was with her. They took me to my brother's place. It was a shack on a farm he 
was renting. The house was two rooms, the bedroom and two beds. My brother and 
sister-inlaw in one, their three boys in another. My Dad and I shared a bed in the 
kitchen/dining room area. The old shack had seen better days. The water would freeze 
in the bucket and snow would drift in and more than once I woke up with snow drifted 
across the bed. Heat was from a small wood burning stove. Our fuel was cottonwood, it 
burned fast without much heat. When we got coal at $20 per ton, we used it sparingly.  
Living with the Walkers, I slept up in the unheated attic. It didn't take me long to get 
undressed and into bed. Mr. Walker shot a lot of ducks, at that time you were allowed 
20 per day. These were cleaned and hung in the attic where they froze and stayed that 
way until cooked. So you can see the temperature of my sleeping quarters was not like 
Florida.  
Later on, after I had run away from the Walkers, my brother put me up to opening a bee 
hive to get some honey. One stung me right between the eyes. I had developed a habit of 
going to school when I felt like it. The school superintendent came by to see why I 
wasn't in school. I answered the door, he looked at my face and said, "When you can see 
again, how about coming back to school?"  
Despite the hard times, life had its pleasant moments. I especially remember home made 
ice cream and canning season. For those who haven't smelled jam and jelly cooking, 
peaches, pears, etc. being canned, you have missed one of the greatest aromas known to 
man.  
As there was no electricity and no deep freezers, food was canned, to last for all year. 
Like 150 quarts of tomatoes, 100 of beans, peas, corn, etc. Pickles and crabapple 
pickles. Like 600-700 jars of produce. All this was put in the root cellar, which was 
dug into the ground. It would be cool in the summer and comfortable in winter. Also 
stored there were 1,000 pounds of potatoes, carrots, turnips, squash, pumpkins and 
onions. About the only thing bought at the store were sugar, flour, salt and pepper. 
Vanilla and spices were bought from the Watkins or Raleigh salesmen who came by 
the house. I always liked to see them as they always gave the kids a package of gum.  
We raised our own meat and canned, smoked or pickled it in salt. Sausage was ground 
from pork, seasoned and a little was fried, to check the seasoning, then it was canned. 
There was nothing better, unless one of the lids on the beef developed a leak, then P U. 
It's a wonder more people didn't die of food poisoning. Christmas was a good time, not 
only for the presents, but we always got an orange and some candy and nuts. It was the 
only orange we saw all year and probably the only candy and nuts.  
For presents, I liked books. I would read anything, but I especially liked Kipling. To go 
back to when I was about 4, my Father threatened me with a stick, or hit me with it. I 
took the stick and threw it across the road. He made me go get it and then really used it 
on me. That was the only time I can remember his spanking me.  
After starting High School I made friends with a boy who became my best friend. Paul 
invited me home and I guess I moved in with them; he had need for a male friend as he 
had five sisters. This was a very warm and loving family. I stayed with them for three 
years.  
What were things like when I was a youth? Cars had just been invented so very few 
people had cars. The ones that did found the roads to be virtually impassable due to 
mud or snow. Most of the cars were not enclosed. Some had snap on curtains to keep  



some of the dust and wind out. Cars did not have heaters or self-starters. To start the car 
you turned on the ignition switch, set the spark advance to a proper setting, then 
inserted a crank in the front of the engine and spun the engine over, by hand. If you 
were lucky the engine would start, if you were unlucky, it would kick back and the 
crank would break your arm. Buffalo robes were used to keep warm. There was no anti-
freeze so during cold weather you drained the radiator every night. In fact, if you drove 
to town and parked for several hours your radiator would freeze. Then they started 
adding alcohol to the coolant. The oil we had then in sub zero weather would turn to 
grease; we would empty the hot coals from the stove into a metal pan and set it under 
the transmission to warm the oil. I remember the cold in Montana; in fact my toes still 
ache just thinking about it. (They were badly frozen one time).  
We got our water from a pump out in the yard. The pump was fixed so the water would 
drain back to below the freezing level, then to get water you primed the pump by 
pouring hot water into the pump. If you got any water on your hand and touched the 
frozen metal pump handle, your hand or whatever was wet would freeze to the pump 
and you had to pour warm water over it to unfreeze the hand. I tried this with my 
tongue one time and left some skin on the pump. Not a smart or pleasant occasion.  
When I was in the 7th and 8th grades we rode a horse drawn hack to school. It was the 
last horse drawn "bus" in Montana, I think. It had a wood or coal burning stove in the 
center of the bus, the sides were canvas and could be rolled up in warm weather. The 
owner was rather poor and so were his old horses. There were several of us who were 
invited to not ride in the bus (hack), so we would get a hold on the back of the hack and 
drag our feet, almost stopping forward progress. The old fellow driving the hack would 
come back and try to reach us with his whip. By the time I was in the 8th grade they 
retired the hack and put a motorized bus on that route. As I recall, my friend Herman 
and I were for some reason invited to not ride that bus either. Don't know why us 
perfectly innocent youths were so discriminated against.  
As I said, there was no electricity in the small towns and rural homes, but a lot of them 
had a carbide gas system. Carbide was added to water and this formed a burnable gas. 
We used to carry our lunches in half gallon lard pails. Some adventurous souls would 
put a little carbide and water in their lunch pail, close the lid and sneak it behind the 
teacher's desk. When the pressure got high enough it would blow the lid off the pail, 
causing a very irate teacher. Also a kid with no lunch pail. There were no school lunch 
programs, so lunch was what you brought with you. Water was from a hand pump and 
was put in a five gallon crock jar. Those who were well off had a small collapsible tin 
cup. The rest of us learned how to fold a sheet of paper to hold water. You could use it 
a couple of times before it became unusable.  
The teacher paid one of us a nickel once per week to clean the erasers and wash the 
blackboard. What did we do for fun? Oh, the usual "Hide and go seek" and "Pump, 
pump, pull away" Sat around in the dark watching the falling stars, speculating about 
what was out there in space and also telling ghost stories to frighten the girls.  
We also swam in the irrigation ditches; none of us owned a swimsuit. Sometimes the 
girls would come by and defy us to get out of the water. If we caught them swimming, 
we would tie their clothes in knots. They always got even.  
Mostly we read, or I did, especially in the winter. Our reading lights were kerosene 
(coal oil) and didn't turn out much light. When you had company, you brought  



out the gasoline powered light. After all, gasoline was 25 cents per gallon and the 
mantels were another 10 cents.  
There seemed to be a lot of company or we went to visit and on those times it was fried 
chicken, corn on the cob and cranked ice cream and fresh strawberries. We learned to 
play a lot of card games.  
There was no knowledge of TV. Our entertainment was by radio, powered by a 6 volt 
car battery. The reception wasn't too good, mostly static in stormy weather. When the 
battery got low on power you took it out and installed it in the car to charge it up. We 
listened to Fibber McGee and Molly, also the heavy weight prize fights. The farmers 
liked to turn on the radio at noon to listen to the price of grain, cattle, sheep, hogs, etc. 
The big thing was to receive the Calgary, Canada radio station, or Arkansas. That 
station moved to Mexico so they could raise the wattage used to broadcast and they 
could be heard all over the USA. It was Dr. Brinkley and his wonder medicine.  
Doctors in those days made house calls. People didn't have much money so Doc got a 
couple of dollars or maybe some eggs or a couple of chickens.  Doc only came when 
called. What I got mostly was castor oil, used to combat colds, snakebite, chill blaines, 
and most certainly vital bodily functions. Even today I can smell castor oil and gag. 
One winter I went from mumps to chicken pox and measles and missed over a month 
of school. Don't recall what medicine he used, but he didn't have much choice; none of 
it tasted good. I think the idea was that if it tasted good it probably didn't do any good. 

Telephones were hand cranked. You rang Central by giving the crank a long turn, then 
the central operator placed your call. For example, two short rings and one long one. 
The lines were all party lines and any time anyone received a call, all the others picked 
up their phone to listen in; but with that many people with the receiver off the hook, it 
drained the power down to where you could barely hear your calling party. There is an 
annual Old Timer's gathering at Huntley, Montana, which we attended one year and I 
met three of my former teachers. One of whom said, "Oh, you rescued me from a snake 
someone put in my desk". Who do you think put that snake in the room in the first 
place?  
Also there was a lady there who said she was in love with me all through grade school 
(and I never knew). She married a doctor and was an educator in San Francisco.  

IV. Working in the Civilian Conservation Corps  

In the fall of 1934, I was 16, and had no home. I was harvesting sugar beets and 
wondering how I was going to live on the $80 I would have to last me 6 months or 
until spring work started, as there were no jobs.  
The CCC entered my mind, The Civilian Conservation Corps was started during the 
tenure of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, in conjunction with the WPA "Works 
Progress Administration". The WPA was for employment of men older than 19, where 
the CCC was for those in the 18 to 25 age bracket. The people who were paid by the 
WPA were usually married or of an age that could have been, and had a home of their 
own, whereas the members of the CCC lived in Army type barracks of 30 - 50 people in 
a barracks. Their food was cooked for them, they had bedding clothing, warm quarters 
for which they worked 5 days a week. They did get assigned duty in the kitchen, 
washing  



dishes, setting tables, etc. So I hitched a ride to Billings, Montana. There was a long line 
signing up for the Civilian Conservation Corps. I heard the fellow ahead of me say he 
was 17 and the official telling him, "We don't take anyone 17" Not knowing that 18 was 
the age, I added 3 years to my age in the next two steps and told them I was 19. They 
never questioned it.  
They loaded us on a train and shipped us to Fort Missoula in Montana where we were 
seen by a doctor and by a dentist. For the first time in my life I owned a toothbrush and 
had some teeth filled. While waiting our final assignment to a camp to work in the 
woods, we were living in tents, they gave us mattress covers which we filled with straw 
for a mattress. It was quite comfortable. One night as we were going to bed the tent 
began shaking, which puzzled us. A short time later we were all called out in the middle 
of the night. It seems a heavy earthquake had struck Helena, Montana. We spent all 
night and the next day loading beds, bedding and medical supplies on trucks to help the 
victims. After about a week we were sent to camps where we were put to building 
roads. There were no chain saws. We used 7 foot cross cut saws we called 'misery 
whips' because they were long and flexible and you spent all day bent over pulling this 
thing back and forth.  
In camp we lived in barracks, about 50 people to a barracks. The camp was run by an 
Army Captain, a Lieutenant, a Sergeant and a civilian whose job was to operate a class 
room for furthering your education. We also had a gymn and a store called a "canteen". 
The pay was $30 per month but you had to send $21 home. So you got $9 out of that 
from which you paid for hair cuts and laundry. You could also draw a Canteen Coupon 
Book worth $2 to buy candy, gum, tobacco, shaving material. At the end of the month 
$2 was deducted from your pay. So on payday you might wind up with only $3 - $4 for 
the month.  
Your clothing was US Army OD wool. The barracks was heated by a wood stove. One 
person in each barracks was appointed for a week at a time to barracks duty. Which 
meant he had to sweep and mop the barracks, clean the ashes from the stove, cut and 
bring up enough wood to last all day and night. He was allowed to sleep when his job 
was done and after the camp officers had inspected the barracks, but he also had to stay 
up all night to keep the fire going and make sure it didn't overheat. The food generally 
was adequate but not fancy, but if you had a poor cook it could get pretty awful. Which 
ours did, so the older fellows got us all together and we were going to strike.  

Breakfast was rather informal, lunch was usually served in the field in the form of 
sandwiches as you might be 50 miles from camp, but supper and week ends you went 
into the messhall and stood at the table until the officers came in and the Sgt. called, 
"Seats", which meant you could sit down. Well the strikers weren't going to sit down 
when seats were called. Great. They called seats and all 199 sat down and here I stand, 
6 feet of me, looking at my chicken-hearted buddies.  

The Captain called me to his table and said, "What's the matter, son?" I told him we 
were going on strike, but it looked like I was alone; but the food was not too good. He 
agreed and had me sit at his table. The food improved and we had no further mention of 
the incident.  



I might mention we had leaders and assistant leaders among the CCC leaders were paid 
$45 per month and assistants $35. They were usually older, like 25 - 26 and got to keep 
all their money. This camp was on Lolo Creek in the mountains. Go to Idaho and west 
towards Washington. One time it got down to minus 40 degrees. All the pipes froze up, 
it took about two weeks to get them unfrozen. In the meantime a small stream behind 
the camp had some open places. We washed at these. After two weeks we all smelled 
about the same.  
In the spring we went to work enlarging a Forest Services Nursery called the Savanak. 
We enlarged it from a 2,000,000 tree production to 8 1/2 million trees. We also ran the 
nursery. The seeds were planted and stayed in the beds 3 years then they were 
transplanted for 2 years and by now they are 18 inches tall at which time they were dug 
up, bundled in bunches of 50 and sent out to the tree planters who put them in the 
National Forests. Most of them were yellow pine (Ponderosa). It was a beautiful place. 
There were deer in abundance and ponds with trout jumping in them. It was a place that 
I could have stayed forever. If Heaven is like that, I'm ready to go.  

We did get called out to fight forest fires. My first one was over 40,000 acres; they were 
afraid it would burn Glacier National Park. When we arrived by truck in Kalispell, 
Montana at night, the entire skyline was one big glow. After riding all night, we 
unloaded, put our axes, saws and other equipment on our shoulders and walked in, about 
15 miles to the fire camp. We ate and then hit the fire lines. You stayed on the fire lines 
for 16 hours, then walked an hour, ate if you could, lay down on the ground and went to 
sleep. Four hours later some one awoke you to hike back to the fire. One of the primary 
tools for fighting a fire is a PULASKI, half axe and half grub hoe. It's named for one of 
the Forest Service employees who died in the fire of 1910 which burned from Montana, 
to Idaho and into Washington. Eighty-seven people lost their lives in that fire.  

When we weren't busy doing other things, they had us cleaning up debris and dead 
wood along all the roads and back into the forests for a hundred yards on both sides of 
the road. This was not only to beautify but more important, to remove fire potential. 
Some places the CCC built forest theatres, such as Red Rock Amphitheater in 
Colorado.  I got out and spent a year in High School...my second try…went back in the CCC. One 
of the jobs this time was grubbing out currant bushes which were the host bush for pine 
blister rust, a disease that killed pine trees. While in this camp, the river was our shower, 
the first time, everyone wanted to be first to dive in. I wound up first. I dove in, came 
out on the other bank and that water was so cold I would have walked ten miles 
barefooted to avoid going back in that water. It was coming out of a snow bank about 
ten miles above us and I swear it was only 32.5 degrees.  
Also that year I learned to run a Jack hammer and use dynamite while building roads in 
the mountains. My last duty was on a mop-up crew after a fire was out. They left six of 
us to patrol. We had 5 gallons of water on our back and we would wet down any hot 
spots. It was like a vacation.  
I also did some studying. We had an educator assigned from the University of 
Montana and you could study any subject offered. I chose Silviculture (all about 
trees). Unless fighting a fire, we worked five day weeks.. I think the CCC were pretty 



wonderful. First, it kept a lot of us off the street and out of trouble, it fed, clothed and 
housed us; we had medical and dental care, and it gave us stability and training. It was 
especially evident at the beginning of World War II. We were half way trained and we 
were self sufficient. I suspect a lot of us made it through the war because of that CCC 
time.  
Would it work today? I doubt it because of the problems of discipline, drugs, etc. We 
had no drug problems, some alcohol, but what can you buy on $21 per month? The 
Savanak tree nursery mentioned earlier is adjacent to Lincoln's 10,000 Silver Dollar 
road house. It is a thrill to drive in the Haugen/DeBorgia area and look up at those huge 
yellow pine (Ponderosa) and know that you planted them.  

V. WWII and the War Years  

In 1941 the draft was instituted so three of us decided to join the Navy. I was rejected 
for high blood pressure. We still wanted to go in together, so U.S. Marines, here we 
come. They rejected me for a heart murmur. We all wound up in separate branches of 
the Armed Services. Dwight was in the Marines, Ray in the Navy and myself in the 
Army Air Corps. In Salt Lake City, Utah, I had tried twice to join the Navy but was 
turned down for high blood pressure. The Navy Chief, a recruiter in Billings, Montana 
wanted to pay my way to Seattle to try joining out there. He said that to send 5 men to 
Utah, at least 25 had been examined and rejected. So Chief started a little investigation 
on his own. The Navy Doctor in Utah that rejected me turned out to be a Nazi 
sympathizer. I never heard what happened to the doctor.  
Anyway, there were three of us from high school, Ray Huntley, Dwight Chesterman and 
myself. Ray had a ship blown out from under him, for which he received 30 days leave. 
We all made it to the wars end. I joined up in Denver, Colorado and was promptly sent 
to San Antonio, Texas, to Brooks Field where they were teaching advanced flying in a 
two-seater, built by North American. They were equipped with a 600 h p radial engine 
and to this day I can hear one of them and identify it as a T-6. There were a bunch of us 
who went through basic training together, thought we would go through the war 
together. It was not to be. All the others were sent to Las Vegas, Nevada and I stayed at 
Brooks Field.  
The climate there was a shock to this old boys system. It rained a lot and we were in 
tents with wood floors. When it rained, you woke in the morning to find your shoes had 
floated to the other side of the tent.  
Our drill Sgt. was Sgt. Woolverton who had been in the service since the first World 
War. He was a little onery but for some reason he liked me. He would come by and hand 
me his wallet and say, "I'm going to town, don't give it back to me until tomorrow" What 
he meant was until he was sober. I've seen him accompany the Captain on a Saturday 
morning inspection; you might pass the Captain's inspection, but not Sgt. Woolverton's. 
If it was dirty mess gear, he would have you out on the parade ground digging a hole 
with your spoon; the hole had to hold a 5 gallon bucket. That ground was not easy. 
Another of his educational tools was, if he caught you tossing a cigarette butt on the 
ground, he wouldn't say a word, but at dusk he would blow his whistle, everyone fell 
out, policed the grounds, put all the butts in a shoe box, then with full pack, at night, you 
marched five miles, held a burial ceremony over the box and marched 5 miles back. He  



was with you every step of the way. It only took one of these experiences to 
smarten people up in a hurry. He had many other little attention getters.  
I made the mistake of complaining to the Sgt. about being left behind when the others 
went to Las Vegas. For complaining I got one week cleaning latrines and four weeks of 
K.P. The K.P. was okay, the Mess Sgt. and I got along fine. If there was leftover ice 
cream he'd tell me to help myself. But to most of the guys he was just as mean as Sgt. 
Woolverton.  
After completing a course in radio electronics they assigned me to service and operate 
6 Collin's transmitters. Cadets were being taught Morse Code and Voice 
Communication. One day the Lieutenant I worked for asked me how much flying time 
I had, the reply was zero. He instructed me to be at the flight line in one hour. We got 
an AT-6 advanced trainer. He proceeded to wring it out, then he let me take the stick 
until time to land it.  
In 1943 I applied for flight status as a Bombardier and left Brooks Field for Santa Ana 
Air Base in California. To call Santa Ana an Air Base was a misnomer. We had no 
aircraft or runway. We did have an air base nearby where a bunch of Sergeants were 
flying P-38 twin-engine fighters. They put on a show for us. They were unique as most 
pilots were commissioned officers.  
In August 1942, I was assigned to the Bombardier training at Albuquerque, New 
Mexico. The training was fast paced...someone made the statement that if you dropped 
your pencil, by the time you picked it up you had missed a semester of college. We 
were flying in AT-11s, twin engine bomb trainers made by Beechcraft. We were at 
Albuquerque about 4 months. One of the pilots was Jimmy Stewart, a Hollywood star. 
My admiration for the man was enhanced when we, the graduating cadets, had a 
graduation party and dance in one of the hotels in Albuquerque. We invited all of the 
pilots and instructors. Of all the pilots, Jimmy Stewart was the only one who came to 
our bash.  
The next time I saw him, we had made an emergency landing at an air base in England 
where Colonel Stewart and his group had just taken over. He was later promoted to 
General.  
After commissioning, I went to Blythe Air Field in California where we were assigned 
to a crew. Our crew was pilot Bill Monahan of Boston, Mass., co-pilot Pete Clark from 
Dallas, Tx, navigator Bill Maher of Dorchester, Mass., bombardier Walter Hargrove of 
Ballantine, Mt., engineer M. D. Ignacewski, assit. engineer and waist gunner Walt 
Gasset and radio operator Frank Kimotek. A fellow by the name of Shultz was ball 
turret operator. Monahan did not like him so we got a replacement by the name of 
Bunicky as ball turret operator. Jim Comer, waist gunner and a very likeable fellow, 
David Miller from Kentucky was tail gunner.  
We stayed at Blythe through 1st and second phase training then were sent to Pyote, 
Texas for final training. While at Blythe we were on a night bombing practice run. The 
pilot suddenly put the plane into a steep dive, we could hear the engine noise from 
another plane with four Wright cyclone engines that was on a collision course with us. t 
had been communicating with Catherine Hanson whom I had met in Billings, Montana 
while home on leave. She was in Florida and indicated that she was going home to 
Montana. I put six twenty dollar bills in an envelope and sent it to Catherine with a note 
to come by way of Texas so we could talk about the future. She did and said she could 



wait just as well as Mrs. Hargrove. So we were married on 18 April 1943, at the Chapel 
at Rattlesnake Bomber Base, Pyote, Texas. My crewmates came up with a $50.00 
collection which paid for our wedding dinner at a small walk-in cafe in Monahans, 
Texas. Catherine wanted me to go to Montana on leave, but I had talked of going to 
Carlsbad Caverns for a honeymoon. Anyway, she took matters into her own hands. I 
went on a six hour training mission and when I came back to our apartment, there was 
no wife, no note, no wife's belongings, just empty space ... so went to base and went to 
bed. About midnight the duty Sgt. came knocking on my door with a telegram which 
read, "Caverns died, have gone to Montana" Catherine figured a death message would 
be promptly delivered. So went to Montana and was glad that we had three days alone at 
a place that held our past and our future.  
Our crew received orders to go to Kansas and pick up a new B-17.  I had a week to 
spend with Catherine and my brother John's family at Huntley, Montana. When we 
picked up the new B-17 at Salina, Kansas, Bill Monahan picked the Flight Engineer and 
myself to learn how to fly and land in case of the Pilot and co-pilot being incapacitated. 
We never had to use that knowledge. Went from Salina, Kansas to Selfridge Field, 
Michigan, then to Bangor, Maine, then Newfoundland, Canada; then a long boring ride 
to Reykeiveik, Iceland. Strained our eyes to make German U-boats out of salt spray. 
Don't know what we would have done if we had seen one. We had no ammunition or 
bombs. Made it to Iceland and spent three days before proceeding to Manchester, 
England. Here they took our nice shiny B-17 away from us.  
We got a couple weeks more training, including how to get along with the British who 
said the only thing wrong with the Yanks was THAT THEY WERE OVERPAID, 
OVER-SEXED AND OVER HERE. Our next duty station was Molesworth Air Base, 
in the 358th Squadron of the 303rd Bomb Group, 8th Air Force.  

VI. Bombing Missions on Hell’s Angels and Augerhead  
Our crew was assigned an old D model B-17 with the name "HELL'S ANGELS" 
painted on it. The battle-tested Fort had flown 28 previous missions, and we were to 
fly 12 more missions in her. Despite being in the middle of intense fighting, we 
seldom got hit. Old Hell's Angels was to fly 48 missions before being sent back to the 
states on a War Bond Drive, with few crewmen injured on her, but with some 
adventures along the way-and one of them was mine.  
Our crew’s baptism to combat was swift and rude. We had bombed the Gnome Rhon 
Aircraft works in LeMans, France, and happened to be attacked by a group of FW-
190'S equipped with 40 mm cannon as they were on their way to Africa as tank 
destroyers. I can still see a B-17 ahead of us which had the whole left side of the plane
opened up like a can of beans, and seeing the pilot sitting in his seat as they went 
down. We did see 5 parachutes; assume the other 5 crew members were killed. This 
was our fireworks for 4 July 1943.  
Our second mission was not too bad until we came out over Villa Coublay and 
descended to 12,000 feet. Then we flew through flak for half an hour, and the grand 
finale was coming directly over Le Havre at 12,000 feet and seeing other crews forced 
to ditch.  
Paix was mission number 3 and turned into a "milk run,” an easy flight with little 
opposition.  



Herorya was a long hard haul, we made 5 runs over target before taking it out through 
lots of flak and a few fighters. It felt good to have completed 4 missions successfully.  

Hamburg came next and was a long ride with flak thick enough to walk on.  We were 
flying into Germany without the comfort of fighter escorts. Kirk Mitchell was leading, 
and we made it through with only a few holes despite maybe 300 ack-ack guns firing at 
us. The Focke-Wulfs came in shooting that day.  At times they were so close we could 
see the pilots’ oxygen masks, but we managed to hit the Voss shipyards anyway. The 
next mission was a return to Hamburg, but not as bad as the first 'cause the boys from 
Hanover were catching it. We hit the power and gas plants.  It was a beautiful day until 
the number 1 engine knocked out, but we stayed in formation till out over the North 
Sea. We finally spotted England and landed at an RAF aerodrome.  
Mission 7 was Kassel, a long ride with 14 enemy fighters against us on the way in. I hit 
one of them and he flew off in time to miss the ack-ack guns.  The target was already on 
fire. Suddenly over 200 Messerschmits and Focke-Wolfes hit us in a running battle. I 
got a direct hit on an ME 109 and he went down flaming.  As we came into view of the 
water, Lt. Monahan told us to prepare to ditch because we’d been hit and were low on 
gas. We got ready to bail out, but the pilot managed to find an RAF drome in time. Ten 
good men in another crew were lost when they tried to land in a traffic pattern.  
The Rhur Valley was our destination the next time. At Gelsenkirken, our target, there 
were over 5000 ack ack guns, it was 45 degrees below zero and we had to keep 
the.windows open to keep frost off the glass nose and windows. We said our prayers 
and made out our last wills. We entered the valley sweating it out right through the 
frostbite. The flak was thick and the Focke Wolfes were flying through their own flak 
to get at us. Eleven of our 56 B-17's went down, but again Hell's Angels made it back 
through the grace of God and some Irish luck. 
 LeBourget was next, easy compared to Gelsenkirken, but exciting and really some 
wonderful bombing. We wiped out 4 hangars and the administration buildings. 
Someone else took the rest. F-W’s and M.E.’s flew nice and close. On this trip, the 
navigator’s gun broke. Between shots, I pulled my right hand gun and put it in it in 
his.  Mission 10 was a lulu – Schweinfurt, the deepest penetration yet with 6 hours over 
German territory.. They began hitting us on the Dutch coast, and it was a constant fight 
in and out. At no time could you look out and not see a plane going down, whether a 
Flying Fortress or enemy fighters. There seemed no stopping them because you shoot 
them down as fast as they come up, but they still come in. At one time 5 enemy planes 
were going down at once. Finally, we reached our target and hit it with incendiary 
bombs. Our lead bombardier, McChord, was hit. Then we had to fight our way back 
through Germany, seeing that entire squadrons of B-17’s had been wiped out.  Everyone 
was wondering if our number was up. But Major Mitchell flew a perfect formation, and 
it was suicide for enemy fighters to attack our combat box. Most of them looked for 
easier prey. Just as the coast came into view, we saw a twin engine Messerschmit 
blowing up.  
Gilsey Rijen was supposed to be a milk run, but it did not pan out. We went in a 
thousand feet too low and had to circle back for another run over the target. Just then, 
about 40 enemy fighters hit us coming right at us out of blinding sunlight.  We 
watched two ships going down and counted the parachutes. Then a Focke Wolf came 
in at 12  



o’clock and we thought we were goners, but I hit him and saw chunks of cawling fly 
off. Monahans pulled Hells Angels up to avoid colliding. The German pilot must have 
been dead because the plane hit the ground before any chutes opened. We didn’t have 
time to be concerned because our number 1 engine was shot up, two propellers on 
number 2 were damaged, and the gas line on number 4 plus the elevator were shot up. 
We were the lucky ones. No one was injured, but every plane in the group was out of 
commission for a month, and a lot of good men did not return to base that day. Our 
sweet little milk run turned out far too sour.   
On our 11

th
 mission to Watten, we carried 2000 pound bombs. We went in low over the 

target to make sure we did a good job, but they poured everything onto us. The nose 
and cockpit on the next plan blew apart, and I saw five men just get blown out.  The 
only good news was that we made a dozen direct hits and really fixed the target.  
On the twelfth mission, we were coming back from a raid over Amiens, and as we 
approached the English coast, our pilot called me and said, "Find us an air field, we are 
out of fuel." I picked an air field straight ahead of us, as we landed, one engine quit; 
then the other three engines quit as we were out of fuel. There we met a group we had 
trained with in California. Now we were the teachers. They had not yet seen combat and 
had many questions.  
After our twelfth mission, Hell’s Angels required maintenance, and we were assigned to 
a new airplane called Augerhead for mission 13. There was no time to think about irony. 
August 31st, 1943 was payday, but it was to be several months before I got a chance to 
spend the US currency they gave us the afternoon of takeoff. The day was like most 
others in Britain, low clouds, so it didn't look promising for any mission, however, about 
2 p.m. a briefing was called as it appeared the weather over the target was improving. 
The target for the 303rd Hell's Angels Bomb Group was Romilly sur Seine Air Field, 
near Paris. It should have been easy pickings. There were a large number of FW190 
fighters in various stages of repair there.  
We of the flying crowd always thought that these missions were meant to get the 
flyboys up in the air and away from Base so the ground pounders could have a party and 
dance without any competition. When we arrived over Paris, we received a recall 
because heavy clouds obscured the target. Rather than indiscriminately bombing, we 
were recalled without dropping our munitions. As we neared the coast, we decided to 
bomb the marshalling yard at Amiens air field. During our run, the number 4 engine 
sped up to 3000 rpm and we were unable to feather it. Doggedly, we kept on our run 
and dropped our bombs. Returning toward England we were fighting a 60 knot per hour 
head wind when we were attacked by five ME109's and FW190's at 30,000 feet.  We 
shot down two of them, but our number 1 engine was knocked out and we had two 
small fires in the rear of the plane. Amiens was the home of Herman Goering’s prize 
fighter group; they were good. The planes were painted either yellow on the engine 
cowling or checkerboard. As I remember, our guys got 7 of them. By then we had lost a 
second engine and had been hit in the tail, the radio room had a fire and Walt Gasser, 
acting engineer, had received a neck and head wound. At 32,000 feet we were ordered 
to bail out.  
I unpinned the bomb sight to drop it out (this was the secret Norden bomb sight and was 
not to be allowed to wind up in enemy hands); Maher was chewing up the secret flimsy 
code sheet which contained classified information as he bailed out. The tail  



gunner, Davey Miller had been hit in his legs by a 20 MM shell. The radio operator, 
with help from the waist gunner, got Miller to the escape door, got his parachute on 
him, placed his hand on the parachute ring and pushed him out. His chute opened okay, 
but he didn't live; he was too badly wounded.  
When I bailed out I couldn't see anyone, probably because of cloud cover, but also 
because I free-fell for a ways, mostly because I wore a chest pack which was a smaller 
chute than the back pack. I went to pull the rip cord and yanked and yanked and nothing 
happened. I said, "Oh, pshaw!", looked down and I had been pulling on the carrying 
handle. I grabbed the rip cord ring and think it probably landed in England. I knew from 
the instruments that there was a 60 knot wind blowing. The chute began swinging and to 
stop it you pulled on the chute risers. It worked until I pulled on the same side of the 
chute the wind was blowing from and the chute collapsed.  
When it filled again and my heart stopped beating hard, my decision was to let it 
swing. I landed in a tree, undid the harness, took off the Mae West and sheepskin 
boots, hung them in the tree and climbed down. At this time I paused long enough to 
pray and ask the Lord's help in whatever lay ahead. It was now about 6 pm.  There was 
a large thicket of vines so I made like a rabbit and crawled in as far as I could. At 
dusk, the British Lancasters began coming over, I assumed headed for Berlin.  
Upon hearing trucks on the road, I decided to vacate that piece of real estate. It was late 
evening, but still light as I watched the RAF going over and decided to go in that 
direction as the Jerries would be looking in another direction. By then, I was regretting 
that my escape kit with maps, money, candy and a very needed article, Halozon water 
purification tablets, was left in the airplane. It was a cool night, and I was wearing flight 
coveralls, a leather A2 jacket, cap, and light dress shoes.  

VII. Evading the Germans  
Over the next five days I became hungry enough to raid gardens for potatoes, carrots 
and apples. I slept in haystacks or in the woods during the days and traveled at night. I 
only crossed one highway that had guards on it near a railroad bridge. I proceeded 
parallel to the road and crossed the railroad in the dark.  On the 5th day I decided to 
surrender as I was cold, tired and hurting. As I made the decision, the sun came out, 
nice and warm and I thought, "Hell, it's only 700 miles to Spain and I have a wife 
waiting for me to come home, with a little help I can make it". So after another night in 
a hay-stack hotel, I climbed up into the hayloft of a barn on the outskirts of a village. I 
watched a middle-aged man come out of the house. In a short while he went back into 
the house. Shortly thereafter a young fellow (14-15) came out and went to a pasture, I 
thought. A few minutes later he climbed into the hayloft to fork some hay down to the 
horses. He was very cool and calm on seeing me and kept on forking hay. He asked, 
"English?" and I said no, American. He threw the fork down and ran into the house, 
then the man I had seen came back with him. He indicated I was to stay there. The 
young man stayed while the father left and a short time later returned with a very nice 
young lady (about 15). She had a tourist dictionary (French/English) and we 
communicated by pointing to phrases in the dictionary.  
They took me into the house and gave me food and a beverage, some kind of wine. I 
had not had any water in 5 days and was very thirsty and seeing a hand pump in the 
kitchen, the kind I knew from Montana, I drank the last of the liquid in my glass and  



went to the pump and pumped the glass full. All the French were aghast, "Por bon, 
por bon," they said. I didn't know it meant “no good.” One sip and my French 
improved.  Theirs was a shallow well and that area next to the house had held their 
cows for centuries. You know what it tasted like, anyway, I didn't try drinking water 
during my time in France.  
After all this, they found a shirt, jacket and trousers that fit me and then retired my 
jodpurs (shoes) and found a pair of French shoes which I could get on but were very 
uncomfortable. I was then taken to a small house where there was an elderly gentleman. 
No, he didn't speak or understand English. I had been given a large glass of wine, every 
time I emptied it, the man filled the glass again.  
About two days later the young lady showed up again and gave me half of a note and 
said, "I will not see you again, the people who will come for you will have the other 
half of the note"  
What I later learned was that they were verifying that a B-17 did go down where I said, 
and that I probably was who I claimed to be. There had been cases where a German who 
spoke English posed as an American crew member complete with the uniform and of 
course, the people involved were tortured and killed. Had I not been identified as being 
American, I would have been killed. About 2-3 pm a car with two men arrived and after 
verification, I got in the rear seat of their car. The passenger looked and dressed like a 
Frenchman who did not dress for style. The driver I noted was wearing riding boots, 
breeches, and a nice leather jacket and had a pair of expensive looking binoculars 
hanging from the dash.  
We saw some American B-26s (twin engine bombers) flying over. They stopped the 
car and got out for a look, by motion, invited me to get out and look for myself. We 
then drove until we came to where some men (25-30) were working on the road. The 
driver got out and in a very loud voice cursed them out. The language he used was 
German (my brother was married to a German woman and I spent a lot of time at the 
parents' home where German was spoken). Then we drove on and stopped and went 
into a nice building; it turned out to be a bar. The lady who greeted us opened a bottle 
of champagne which we drank. I can still see our driver stirring his champagne with a 
pencil. We then left there and drove into a town where we disembarked and entered a 
nice home. There were a lady - apparently the driver's wife - and two teenage girls 
preparing supper which consisted of steak, oven-fried potatoes, bread, butter and wine. 
During supper there was a knock on the door and the driver went to the door, whoever 
was at the door received a severe chewing out. Then came a couple more men. One 
motioned for me to follow him, which I did. We went into a back bedroom. He 
introduced himself as Johnson. He spoke perfect American English and claimed to 
have been a correspondent with the Chicago Tribune, in Paris. When the Germans 
arrived, he left. Assigned to Crete. The Germans arrived there and he made it to Egypt 
where, tired of being run out of places, he joined the RAF, flying out of England. He 
was shot down while flying a Spitfire. He spoke fluent German and wound up driving 
for the other gentleman who was a German General. Johnson said he had talked with 
the gun crew who shot him down.  He then asked, "Do you know whose house you are in?" and proceeded to tell me my 
host's name was Becker and that he was head of the Gestapo for that area. That Becker 
came from one of the small countries that border Germany, that he had cause to  



not like the Germans, and felt he was doing whatever he could to defeat them. We then 
broke up and I was escorted to a small dress shop run by a woman about 50 and her 
mother. I was to stay there at least a week. (By now I had guessed we were in the town 
of Auxi Le Chateau). I had an upstairs room which was right on the sidewalk. I didn't 
pull the curtains in order to see better. The next day I was called down to breakfast. 
Someone had brought some ham and eggs. I tried to get these two ladies to eat some 
also, but, no, all they said was, "Por vous". I drank a lot of imitation coffee, it was 
barley roasted until it was dark brown and then brewed. It wasn't bad. I don't remember 
how long I stayed there.  
While at Auxi Le Chateau, the French took me to a photographer who took some photos 
and made an ID card, travel permit and work permit.I was identified as being Flemish 
and mute (unable to talk). Then I was moved in with a French policeman and his wife. 
He spoke English. While there I had need for a doctor. The policeman's wife pretended 
to be ill so the doctor could see me. Of course, this caused a neighbor to come in with all 
kinds of prepared food. I don't know what happened but I suspect the policeman and 
wife were caught. I later received word that the wife had gangrene and had both legs 
amputated, by the time she died.  
From there I was taken to another home, from the wife's actions I don't believe she 
approved of my being there, and knowing the circumstances, I wouldn't have either. 
About supper time the husband came home and came up to visit, he brought with him a 
bottle of 3 star Henessey cognac. He spoke excellent English and stated that he had 
bought the cognac for when the British came back, but it didn't look like they were 
coming, so why not the two of us drink it? It sounded okay to me. He did clear up one 
thing for me. He said he was a truck driver, but his old truck broke down every day; that 
he worked at a site in the woods where a V-2 rocket launch pad was being built. (On a 
mission a month or so earlier we had been loaded with 1000 pound armor piercing 
bombs and were to hit a target in a certain woods, but were never told what we were 
after.) That night Becker came for me and an English aircraft crew member. It was 
about 12 September. We were to be taken to Amiens to catch a train. We were told by 
our contact that Becker had already made one trip to Amiens with some evadees and 
had run a Gestapo road block. Needless to say, we weren't comfortable until we got on 
the train for Paris. During this time we were in the care and feeding of Raoul, a 6'6" 
Frenchman. I would estimate him to be 25-30 years old. We arrived in Paris with no 
problem and were taken to a bombed out office building. The upper floor was in ok 
condition, there were some old mattresses and a couple of blankets.  
The next day Raoul asked me if I knew Frank Kimotek. Yes, he was our radio operator. 
(I think that showed how well informed the resistance movement was.) "Do you want to 
go see him?" "Yes." We walked from the building and caught a subway train and rode 
for some 20-30 minutes then walked to a nice apartment building. Frank Kimotek was 
comfortably ensconsed in a nice apartment, with his own bedroom. Said that within a 
few hours of landing in France he was placed in the custody of a young lady who was to 
play the part of his wife. They made it to Paris without trouble. The couple he was 
staying with had taken him out to dine and to the opera.  
As we were leaving, Frank said, "Do you need anything, Lieutenant?" Boy, I could 
use some comfortable footwear. They came up with some GI shoes painted black  



(brown shoes were not common). Raoul and I returned to the hideout. Someone 
brought some boiled potatoes and some bread.  
The next day Raoul and I took a train to a place near the Swiss border, then were 
picked up by a person in a car. It was reported that the Germans had increased the size 
of the military establishment on the Swiss border, so it was decided to return to Paris. 
The driver took us to a house near Joigny where we were to stay that night. Supper was 
served. Instead of wine there were a couple of bottles of anisette, a licorice tasting 
alcoholic beverage. Fortunately, there was plenty. The entree was tripe. If it hadn't been 
for that anisette, I couldn't have swallowed the food. In case you do not know, tripe is 
cow intestines.  
So we catch a train and back to Paris. Early the next morning the air raid sirens sound. 
The anti aircraft batteries go into action. One of which was a mobile unit on the street 
adjacent to our building. The three other airmen hiding in the building rushed over to 
the window, stuck their heads out, right as the antiaircraft guns went off. I grabbed 
them and pulled them out of the window and pointed out to them that the French would 
not stick their heads out the window, that better use of their efforts might be to pile a 
couple of mattresses together to cover themselves. It was some B-17 group bombing 
Villacoublay Air Field.  
The next short period of time is a complete blank. But somewhere along the way I got to 
visit a Bombardier who was shot down. It turns out he was one of my classmates from 
Albuquerque. He was a very fortunate person as his plane was in a flat spin and 
centrifugal force had him pinned to the floor of the plane so he could not move. The 
plane then exploded and he was thrown out, able to open his chute and then hit the 
ground. One of the German ME 109 pilots made a pass at him but missed. He then got 
behind a parked farm tractor; the ME 109 left.  
There was another incident not associated with the 303rd. A fellow whom I was later 
associated with as a Special Agent in the Air Force, by the name of Jones, was in the tail 
of a B-17 when it broke off of the main fuselage. The rudder and horizontal stabilizers 
acted like a glider and he landed unhurt. (This has been written up in Reader's Digest.)  

There were 19 of us evadees who wound up in the small fishing village of Crozon in 
Bretagne (Brittainy). After dark they were taking two of us at a time in a row boat to a 
large 35' commercial fishing boat. They got 17 to the big boat before it got light and 
they could not take the risk of being observed. So another evadee and myself were left -
which we later found out wasn't too bad as the big fishing boat did not get out of the 
harbour for 5 days, because the Germans would have searched any boat that tried to 
leave during a storm. I later learned that for those five days they lived in a fishy stink.  
So the other evadee and myself walked to a nearby town that had a railroad station. We 
walked separately. On the way, I met a German sergeant driving a one horse cart. From 
his insignia it was obvious he had been on the Russian front. He seemed to be interested 
in my GI shoes. My inclination was to speed up my departure, but it all passed. In the 
town we were met by a Frenchman with train tickets. Got on the train and sat with a 
Frenchman and two German soldiers. One of the Germans offered cigarettes. I declined. 
Then the Frenchman asked me, because I had a window seat, "What town is this?" One 
of the Germans answered, "Nix Chalaulan". When we arrived in a larger town, all got 
off. I spent 25 - 30 minutes on the train platform before a contact showed up. I followed 
him  



away from the Germans. The contact introduced me to a traveling companion, a 
Canadian navigator who was carrying a knap sack in which he had several bottles of 
400 proof brandy, the kind the Germans were shipping to Germany to use as fuel for 
their vehicles.  
Late one afternoon we arrived in a small village and were put in the church bell tower. 
Boiled potatoes and bread were furnished and we had a couple of drinks. When our 
French escort left the church he was singing at the top of his lungs. Never mind some 
25 to 30 German vehicles were lined up along the street. But no one visited us and 
about dawn, the Germans pulled out.  
It was time for another train ride, this time to Quimper on the coast of France. It is said 
that in the bay of Quimper there is an island for every day of the year. At Quimper we 
stopped overnight with a family of two girls and their mother. The father had been 
drafted by the Germans and sent to Germany. The youngest daughter was about 15 - 16 
and was named Catherine. The next day myself and an American by the name of Rice 
from Kansas City, MO who had been a B-17 tail gunner were informed that we would 
accompany Catherine on bicycle to another destination on Quimper Bay. With a few 
stops to rest and eat wild blackberries we arrived at a small boat landing. A rather petite 
grandmother type was there with a small boat (about 12 feet). When we got to the island 
we found a number of people. The petite lady (our hostess) was later identified as a 
Countess. Her husband, a retired French Admiral who had been a French diplomat, was 
waiting with his brother-in-law and wife. One fellow in his late 20's who had been a 
Captain in the French Armored Service was waiting to get to Africa to join General 
DeGaulle. Also 6 or 7 young men hiding out from conscription in Germany.  
One of them was a mime and would entertain us at supper. I don't recall where I went 
next but it was a small town. I remember watching a Frenchman standing across the 
street talking to a couple of men. He had bought a loaf of French bread and was waving 
it around to emphasize a point and then he would put it under his arm; I was hoping that 
wasn't my next meal. While in this town it didn't seem to be a point of interest that an 
American airman was hiding out. Several young girls, 13-14 years knew who I was and 
wanted me to teach them to swear in English, so they could insult the Germans. They 
asked me to walk around town with them; I refused and pointed out the danger they 
were putting themselves in. At this location I picked up hepatitis.  Later, I learned that 
the Countess had been ill with tuberculosis, and after I returned to the States, found out 
that I had also contracted it.  
The young lady, Catherine, came to visit several times. There was a squadron of Ju 88s 
stationed near the island, we would climb up to the roof of the house which was flat 
and watch the Ju 88s. One day as we had gathered on the roof, Catherine wanted her 
picture taken with me. I stood beside her and she said, "No, like in the movies." So I 
put my arm around her. After the war she sent a copy of that picture to me. Try 
explaining that to a new bride.  
An Airman named Rice and I shared a room on the third floor with a good view. Rice 
and I played a lot of cards. Don't remember what game we played, but Rice won 99% of 
the games. One morning about 9 o'clock we thought freedom was near. We heard gun-
shots, shouts in German and a lot of activity.  We found ourselves in the middle of 
German war games. Watched one guy throw a "potato masher grenade". A referee 
marked the victim as dead or injured and the medics showed up, put him on a stretcher, 



and hauled him away. After an hour or so all the troops left. I asked the countess what 
if the Germans came back? She said, "We move you to the attic". She also said they 
had that situation when they had a flyer in the attic and three Germans occupied the 
second floor. This situation went on for several weeks before the Germans left.  
At this point, Rice departed and I was taken by automobile to a nice apartment in 
Brest. Several Frenchmen and an English Air Crew were in hiding along with a father, 
mother, and two daughters. The father was a retired colonel of the French Colonial 
Forces and the younger daughter, Josephine, had been raised as a boy. The eldest 
daughter had been conscripted and taken to Germany to do forced labor. Jo had been 
taught to handle weapons and explosives, and we gathered that she had helped 
eliminate a German collaborator. Jo spoke English well and did not mind talking about 
her escapades.  
The Colonel and Jo were gone one night and when they returned late, Jo gave me a 
rucksack full of papers that were marked classified. It turned out they were secret 
German papers that gave a breakdown of all forces in Brest, including diagrams of the 
submarine pens, lists of regiments that were present, and the location of tanks. I told Jo 
that even without the backpack, I would probably be severely interrogated and 
executed, and tried to decline the offer. At a later time, however, it became necessary 
for Jo to leave France, and then I agreed to assist with the documents.  
On a rather nasty winter’s night four of us evadees were taken by car to a place along 
the Bay of Biscay where we would try to escape from occupied France (In one 
manuscript, Dad says the site is near Landerneau). We had one guide. It was about 10 
pm, dark, and the wind was howling. We waded out to a small island, probably 300 
yards off shore. The water never got over knee deep. One fellow was given a flashlight 
and sent to one end of the island and I got one and went to the other end of the island. 
We were to face the open ocean and signal every few minutes. Out of the darkness came 
3 row boats (about 12 feet long) with an English sailor at the oars in each boat and a 
British Officer in the stern seat calling directions. A couple of us were loaded in each 
boat and we headed out to sea seeking a British warship.  
As we cleared the lee of the island the full force of the wind and waves hit us. I was 
concerned when a British sailor tossed me his cap and said, "Bail, Yank" and then said, 
"I've been to sea all my life and have never seen anything like this, if I ever get on dry 
land, I'm never going to sea again." That shot holes in a Montana boy’s confidence! 
Only one of the little boats actually made it to the war ship. Our boat and the other one 
made it back to the island. We now had four British sailors and four flyer evadees 
shivering in a small cave on the island. The storm kept up all that day and the next 
night. We were wet, cold, and sick. No water, no food. Some of the guys were prying 
periwinkles off of the rocks and eating them raw. All I wanted to do was die and get it 
over with.  
We had pushed the two boats out to sea when we had first returned to the island and had 
no way to leave. The second day turned out to be sunny.  Some time in the early 
afternoon a fellow in a small boat showed up between the island and shore. One of our 
fellows stood up and motioned to him. He came over to us, then went sculling away. i 
assumed to get the Germans.  Instead a bunch of people showed up with baskets and 
proceeded to harvest the kelp. The lone boatman took us one at a time to shore where we 
were given baskets of kelp and a guide, mostly women, and walked on shore past the  



mine fields, plainly marked "Achtung Danger de Mort.  We walked on past the barbed 
wire and pillbox machine gun emplacements. We waited at a farm-house for dark; were 
fed and given something to drink. Then we left, two per guide. It was cold and wet. We 
stumbled over hedge rows and rocks, fell down, got up, probably swore; eventually it 
did not seem to matter if we made it or not.  
Eventually we got on a train to return to Brest. After a 15 to 20 mile ride, the train came 
to a stop. Everyone was ordered off the train. Some of the Colonel's compatriots had 
blown a large hole where a railroad used to be. A train had been backed up on the other 
side of the explosion, and we boarded the second train. As we exited the train at 
midnight, we showed our ID’s and were given a small slip of paper with the German 
double eagle stamped on it. This was our pass to be out after 10 pm curfew. We 
returned to the Colonel's place. This time there were about 12 - 14 people sleeping all 
over the floor in several rooms. The next day they all cleared out except my English 
compatriot.  The next day, there was much stirring. One of the locals reported that the Gestapo were 
looking for Jo. Because they did not trust the informant, they did nothing. The next day, 
a person from Paris whom they trusted arrived with information that in fact the Gestapo 
were looking for Jo. We, the British navigator, myself, and Jo were moved to an 
apartment where a doctor lived with his wife and two daughters. All but the doctor 
spoke English. The wife asked me how to play poker. Won several thousand francs. She 
refused them when I tried to return her bet. So when we left, I put them on the mantel.  
On Christmas Eve, 1943, the ladies requested our shoes. We thought maybe they 
wanted to make certain we didn't go wandering outside. On Christmas morning our 
shoes had been returned with a bottle of Cognac in one and a number of small gifts in 
the other, such as leather cuff links, and post card pictures of Brest.  
It was a festive day with overtones of urgency. We had a hot dinner, lots of wine, cider, 
cognac and champagne. About 3 pm we were to listen to BBC (British Broadcasting 
Co.) and the message was "Get your fannies out to the coast, we are coming for you". 
Only emergency vehicles were allowed on the road on a holiday. The doctor's Red Cross 
nurse agreed to go to the hospital and steal an ambulance. The doctor decided that as it 
was his only ambulance, he would go along and bring it back. After dark, they drove us 
to a farm house in the location from which we had made our previous escape attempt. 
The doctor returned the ambulance, but the nurse decided to come with us. We were fed, 
then we headed for the ocean again just before midnight. The water was wadable for 
several hundred yards. There was a small island half a mile offshore. The mine fields we 
walked through were well marked with paths and signs, "Achtung Danger De Mort 
Minen". Then after wading out we went past steel obstruction meant to rip the bottom 
out of large boats.  
It turned out to be the same location where we had tried to escape earlier with the 
British. When we walked out to the island, I believed we were about to be captured. 
There were about 12 men in dark uniforms. Turns out they were undercover agents 
with radios to communicate with the ship. This time a whale boat with 18 commandos 
at the oars beached on the island. We unloaded weapons, ammunition, and explosives. 
Then we rowed out into the Bay of Biscay and met our ship, a 110-foot gun boat. I 
clambered on board, and was assigned a bunk.  It was a fine feeling to hear the engines 
start and to head off the coast, and sobering when after about 15 minutes the ship 
stopped. I came  



straight up out of my bunk. A British sailor said, "Take it easy Yank, we just fouled 
the plugs". In a few minutes, we were under way again.  
About noon the next day we pulled into a port on the south coast of England. We were 
given American GI uniforms and put on a train for London, where we were met by an 
American Intelligence Officer named Major White. Because we had crossed the coast 
of France three times, British and American Intelligence wanted to know every detail of 
what we had seen. We were not allowed to go anywhere, not that there was much desire 
to wander. We were confined to quarters in London until Pete Clark, from our 303rd 
Bomb Group came to verify I was in fact who I claimed to be.  
On New Year's Eve, we asked Major White to allow seven or eight of us to go across 
the street to a pub. In the pub an intoxicated American was giving us a hard time our 
uniforms showed no rank, decorations, or evidence of service. I got tired of this dolt, 
and stood up, intending to punch him out, when a hand clamped me on the shoulder. It 
was Major White, who said, "I'll take care of this." He saved me from trying to atone 
for disrespect to my crew members.  
We were kept at this location until we gave all information about what we had seen in 
our trips across the beaches. The information included the contents of the ruck sack full 
of documents that Jo had given me.  I wound up carrying it because I promised her 
parents that I would see that she got out of France. And yes, the information on the 
maps was authentic. There may be no way of knowing whether any of that information 
proved to be useful six months later when the Allied forces launched the D-Day 
invasion.  
After arrival at the 303

rd
 Bomb Group, I found that I had been credited with shooting 

down a FW190 and was presented with a second oak leaf cluster for my Air Medal and 
a Purple Heart owing to the shrapnel wounds sustained when Auger Head was shot 
down. After about a week in London I got on a train for Scotland, and arrived in time to 
catch General Eisenhower's DC4 (C-54) back to the good old USA with stops in Africa, 
the Virgin Isles, South America, Puerto Rico and Washington, D.C.  
VIII. After the War  
I arrived back in the US a year before war ended in the European Theater and Germany 
and Japan surrendered. Not until then was it time to get discharged from the military. At 
that time, Katy and I and our infant son, Mike, were in Wausau, Wisconsin, where I had 
been stationed on Recruiting Duty. We loaded our little 1946 Plymouth to its capacity; 
left what didn't fit sitting on the sidewalk - mainly Mike's highchair. 
  
  We arrived in Montana a couple of days later and rented an apartment in Billings. There 
are no jobs. Who needs more tanks, planes, guns? So, looking at our son Michael and 
soon to arrive twins, decide to go back in the Air Corp. We loaded up the Plymouth and 
headed for Hamilton Field, California, near Novato. At that time you could retire with 
30 years service. Later, this was reduced to 20 years with 50% retired pay. There was 
no need for my flying skills so they assigned me to the Criminal Investigation Division. 
By now Jim had been born. Unfortunately, his twin did not live. So Jim is a Californian. 
(Mike was born in Texas). Later, John was born at Hamilton Field. Brother John 
Hanson was attending Stanford and had loaned us his car, for the expected trip to the 
hospital for the birth. After a couple of weeks he reclaimed the car, still no nephew. A 
bachelor neighbor furnished transportation when the time finally arrived.  



Next Air Force assignment was Elmendorf, Alaska where Suzanne was born. Then 
Malmstrom AFB where Bill and Betsy arrived. Back to Alaska; return to Montana; 
applied for retirement. Katy brushes up on her office skills and goes to work for Ralph 
Van Noy.  
The Minuteman Missles were being installed in Montana, North and South Dakota 
and Colorado. Applied to Boeing Company and was hired as Security Coordinator. 
When we finished the contract at Great Falls, we went to Cheyenne, Wyoming. 
While there, Boeing made me an offer to be Security Chief on the Saturn Apollo 
Moon Mission. When that program was reduced I returned to Seattle where I 
finished out my career at Boeing, about 1976.  

VII. Family Stories  

My brother John was a great story teller. He told about visiting a couple of cowboy 
friends at line camp. They were telling snake stories - Montana is great rattlesnake 
country. On the way back to the ranch my brother was working at, he felt this cold hard 
thing slide onto the back of his neck. He knew he was within minutes of death. He had 
to drive down a draw, so he put his car in neutral, eased the door open and as he hit the 
bottom of the draw, he rolled out onto the ground. His lariet which had been on the deck
in the rear window, rolled out behind him. That was his snake.  
Another time, during the winter, he had permission from Chief Bob Yellowtail of the 
Crow Indian Tribe to trap on a part of the reservation the Indians never visited, because 
of superstition about the headless warrior. John had been chasing coyotes with his 
hounds and was headed back to camp, when the hounds bristled and he noticed a horse 
with something on its back, but there was no head; it was just square across the top. He 
angled away and the thing did also. John then kicked his horse into a gallop, the thing 
did also. Now they were close, so John pulled his rifle from its scabbard and the thing 
started waving. It turned out to be an old trapper on horseback ....  

 
Anna apparently was quite a horse person and also came equipped with the Hargrove 
temper. She had a black mare. Where she lived was a character who used to steal 
horses, hide them and when a reward was offered, he would find them, return them, and 
collect the reward. My sister's horse disappeared. I understand she rode over to the 
fellow's ranch and informed him in words he didn't have to ask what did you say? that 
if that mare wasn't back in the pasture by the next morning , he wouldn't be around to 
see the sunset. She got her horse back. Now my sister-in-law, Pauline, they were living 
on 40 acres and the neighbors cows would get out and come eat the crops. She got tired 
of this, rounded up all 20 cows, milked them all - onto the ground - then chased them 
back out onto the road. You know, those cows never got on my brother's place again.  

My father told about either his grandfather or great-grandfather in the Revolutionary 
War, was with General Marion (the Swamp Fox). They raided a British encampment. 
One of the British Officers mounted up and gave chase to them, swinging his sabre 
and shouting, "Halt!, Halt!" Old grandparent clapped his musket over his shoulder and 
put a stop to that "Halt!, Halt!" business. During the Civil War people  



would desert and the Army would send out a detail of men to find and arrest them. A 
Captain and two enlisted men came upon two deserters, knowing that these were 
desperate men, the Captain of the detail told his two troopers to keep their eye on them 
but not to do anything. The troopers decided to be heros; when he returned one of his 
men was dead, the other wounded. They took the two deserters into custody and locked 
them in a stone building. There was to be a hanging, people came from miles around, 
like it was a picnic. Only one problem, they forgot to tell the guests of honor. They had 
escaped.  
After the Hargroves migrated West, father was working on a road crew. Being a 
newcomer, he was called a pilgrim - we would say a tenderfoot, or in Alaska, a 
Cheechako. One Sunday, some of the men were going deer hunting, so they would have 
fresh meat. The cook had befriended Dad and offered him his Sharpes muzzle loader. 
The others all laughed at the pilgrim going hunting. After they had made a hunt and saw 
no deer, Dad spotted a flock of grouse (fool hens) in a tree. He proceeded to shoot the 
heads off a number of them. He said he never heard anymore of that pilgrim business.  

To back track, while in North Carolina, Dad used to hunt squirrels with a Negro 
preacher. If one missed, the other got to shoot the animal. Dad wanted to wade out to 
an island to hunt but preacher didn't want to because of his aches and pains. Dad said 
he'd carry him. He noticed the preacher shook and shivered all the way out. When they 
reached the island, preacher said, "Mr. John, you the only white man in this county 
who wouldn't have dropped me in that cold water." I sometimes wonder if he was 
making a statement for racial tolerance.  
I thought my Dad was about as tough a man as there could be. He told me about a man 
who drove a freight wagon from Helena, Montana to Utah all year round and never 
wore gloves or mittens, even in 40 below weather. The ladies of Helena knit him a pair 
of all wool mittens and gave them to him. He thanked them with tears in his eyes and 
then put the mittens under the seat so they wouldn't get dirty.  
He also told about his brothers. I guess they had been to Helena to celebrate the 4th of 
July and all took on a full load of firewater. Riding back to their ranches they spotted a 
grizzly bear. One of them decided to rope the bear. He would ride up to the bear, the 
bear would stand up and roar and old Uncle would back off. After about three or four 
tries, he sobered up enough to realize that if he got that rope on the bear, the bear would 
probably be up there in the saddle with him.  
My Dad was known to be a physically powerful man. As a young man he apprenticed 
to be a carpenter. In those days the trees were cut down then you took a broad axe and 
hewed the three sides square, drilled holes and drove pegs in to hold the logs in place. 
After a full day of this I imagine the energy level was sub par, but it made for very 
strong people.  
So I should not have been surprised at what I saw. The railroad would replace the 
railroad ties, any farmer could pick up the old ones to use to build or for firewood. 
There were two lengths of ties, an 8 footer and a 16 foot switch tie. It went under two 
sets of tracks. I was at my brothers when I saw this great long railroad tie go by the 
window. My father had been up to the railroad tracks a quarter of a mile away, put a 16 
foot switch tie on his shoulder and walked home with it. That thing had to weigh 250 
pounds. By then Dad was about 80 years old.  



When Dad was ranching in Montana they hunted for a lot of their winter meat that was 
canned or salted down. His shotgun was a muzzle loaded 10 gauge and used black 
powder and created a lot of black smoke, so you couldn't see for awhile. He emptied 
both barrels at a flock of ducks and asked his hired man, "Did I get any?"  
The man replied, "Did you let any go?" The only time I fired that shotgun, its 
recoil knocked me to the ground and I thought the stars had come out in the 
daytime.  
I heard one person say of my Dad the only time the old man was ever in a hurry was 
when the house burned down, and then he stopped for a second cup of coffee. Dad had 
never been sick a day in his life, but about age 86 he complained of pain. The doctor 
gave him some medicine to take at 10 p.m. and told my sister-in-law to wake him at 2 
a.m. for some more. By 2 a.m. he had passed away.  

Philosophy: We believe in living deeply, laughing often and loving always. We believe 
we were brought together to support and care for each other. We believe in clebrating 
together , our faith, our heritage, our traditions. We believe that everyone's feelings 
count, and that the uniqueness of each of us strenghens all of us. We believe in the 
power of forgiveness to heal and the power of love to carry us through. We believe in 
one another, in this family, in this home.  


